Abstract -Today's cloud computing becomes more and more popular, and the cloud service also becomes a trend all over the world. Many kinds of cloud services have arisen, and they offer a more convenient and faster way to handle all works. When users start to rely on various services of cloud computing, they need to manage many accounts. It is inconvenient to remember a lot of accounts used for these cloud services. If users can just remember one account for these cloud services, it will become easier and simpler to use all services users needed. Here we propose a scheme combing single sign-on (SSO) and smart card to achieve logging into multiple cloud services securely and simply 1 .
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, the cloud computing has become a new trend of computer science [1] , [2] and change users' usage gradually. The cloud computing provides a great amount of resources and computing ability that users can rent based on demand [3] . Especially for the small and medium sized businesses (SMB), they can move the existing or developing services into the cloud service to reduce the cost of buying and maintaining hardware [4] , [5] , employing and training technicians, electric power consumption, network service expense, and etc. So, SMB can commit their services are available to customers ubiquitously and concentrate on developing best applications and services for customers.
At present, there have many kinds of cloud services that are popular and available for general users, such as storage cloud, video cloud, etc. When users need to keep a lot of accounts to use different clouds, it is inconvenient and troublesome for users to manage these accounts. Therefore, the single sign-on (SSO) mechanism can provide an efficient way for users to use cloud services that only require one login account to use different services of the cloud with one time authentication.
Single sign-on mechanism can let users only need one account to login different services belonging to one company or a series of services owned by several cooperate groups [6] , [7] . Here are three kinds of single sign-on authentication mechanisms: Kerberos based [8] , smart card based [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] , and one-Time password (OTP) token [13] . Each mechanism has a different advantage and restriction under different environments. Among these three authentication mechanisms, the smart card based mechanism is relatively convenient and secure enough for users in the cloud service environment because it can log in securely and easily over the Internet and does not need additional synchronous authentication server and information, which are otherwise required by other two mechanisms [14, [15] , [16] .
Smart card is a kind of hardware that can protect secret information and execute authentication functions secretly [17] , [18] , [19] . The smart card is portable and easy to carry everywhere that a cloud user can log into the cloud account securely at different computers or hardware. Even if the cloud user loses it, no information will be revealed unless the attack can pass the authentication of smart card. Hence, we use smart card with single sign-on to provide more convenient experience of using multi cloud services.
Although single sign-on with smart card can provide easier and more secure way to use cloud services, it is still not enough for cloud users because cloud services do not always belong to one company and each company wants to cooperate each other. Thus, we propose a hierarchical cloud service authorization and authentication scheme integrating single sign-on with smart card to achieve cross-organizational multiple cloud services login without cooperating or integrating all cloud services.
In the hierarchical cloud service, each cloud owned by a different company is just added with a single sign-on mechanism provided with our scheme into their services, then customers can use their smart card like a simple registration step to log into any cloud they wanted without remembering as many accounts as cloud services they used. Here we list the critical conditions required in the cloud service environment with single sign-on: 1) Authentication: The user's identification can be authenticated by cloud services easily, but is difficult to be forged by an attacker [20] , [21] . 2) Authorization: The cloud service can authorize a new user without cooperating with other companies to share user information or requesting users to register a new account, and users can use his/her own account to register the cloud service and confirm whether the cloud service Using Smart Card to Achieve a Single Sign-On for Multiple Cloud Services is the service he/she want to use or not [22] , [23] . 3) Data Confidentiality: All information transported though the Internet needs to be protected, and there will no personal information revealed to the cloud service users want to register [24] , [25] , [26] . 4) Integrity: The transmission of the whole protocol needs to ensure all information not being tampered or lost. The rest of paper is composed of as follows: Section II is the related work about concept and single sign-on types. In section III, we list some assumed conditions, a notation table and proposals of our scheme. Then the security analysis and performance of our scheme are discussed in section IV. Finally our advantages, shortcomings, and conclusion are in section V.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we will introduce single sign-on (SSO) mechanism and hierarchical cloud service environment combined together in our scheme. Single sign-on is the core concept of the proposed scheme to let users just need to remember one ID-Password pair to login multiple cloud services. In addition, the proposed scheme uses hierarchical structure to extend single sign-on into applications and services under each cloud.
A. Single Sign-On (SSO)
Single sign-on is a mechanism to let a user only need to login once, then he/she can access all applications or services permitted, and does not need to be authenticated again [27] , [28] . This is more efficient and feasible in many services operated by a distributed system environment [29] . This property of single sign-on mechanism can provide an advantage in the cloud service environment for many services and applications [30] . If each cloud service needs an account to be used, it is inconvenient for users to manage and use accounts [30] . Single sign-on is a good way to relieve this problem. It is not only easier and more secure to use various services and applications on the Internet, but also can reduce the management cost of users' identity authentication [31] .
Here are three authentication types of single sign-on: 1) Kerberos based: Kerberos is a computer network authentication protocol [8] . It consists of a trusted third party and a key distribution center (KDC), and uses the ticket as an identity to obtain the access permission of the service. 2) Smart card based: It is a secure card that no one can obtain the secret information stored in it. By using the additional hardware to enhance login security, it can reduce the user's login and authentication time without requiring to store and protect many authenticate information, [9] , [10] , [20] . 3) One-time password (OTP) Token: It is a two-factor authentication approach which needs two key conditions working together at the same time. One is secret information just known by the user, e.g. password or personal identification number (PIN). The other is a physical token just owned by the user. One-time password changed dynamically is a token which can display a pseudo-random number about every 60 seconds for a user [13] . Although there has three types of single sign-on, the Kerberos based has a defect that if the KDC happens to fail in synchronization or be off line, the authentication cannot be processed. And the OTP has a more serious problem that if the physical token is lost, the user cannot pass the authentication forever. Even the user has the physical token, if the pseudorandom number is not synchronized or consistent with server, the user cannot pass the authentication successfully. Therefore, the smart card is the most convenient hardware for the user to access and get authenticated in all services and we decides using smart card as the media of single sign-on.
B. Hierarchical Cloud Service
In the traditional system, services are operated as the clientserver. Each service provider can provide one or more services for users. In order to let users use all services conveniently, the service provider will choose single sign-on to support users to login multiple services by one account. However, if these services are not owned by the same provider, the users' demand needed to be achieved requires all these service providers to cooperate together. It is a little similar to the cloud environment.
In the general cloud services, if a user wants to login different services provided by different clouds, the user needs to register different accounts for different clouds as shown in Figure 1 . But in the hierarchical cloud, it provides an up-level single sign-on mechanism that each clod provider doesn't need to corporate with others to achieve users login by using one account as shown in Figure 2 . Furthermore, we consider that a cloud may have sub-cloud to integrate different types of services as shown in Figure 3 . Thus, our hierarchical cloud also can be extended to support that situation. In other words, in the hierarchical cloud service structure, each cloud service can be independent or dependent; most of cloud services are independent because it is easy for Small and Medium Sized Business (SMB) to develop service quickly [5] .
When each cloud is independent, the user need to store accounts as many as clouds he/she want to login. So, if the user can use one account to login all services of different clouds as shown in Figure 3 , it will become more convenient. In summary, we find that using smart card to protect the user's cloud login information is a relative convenient way. In order to enhance the security of single sign-on in multiple cloud services, we will propose an efficient scheme to achieve criterions, which will be described later at Section III.
III. THE PROPOSE SCHEME
In this section, we will introduce assumptions and notations that will be used in this scheme. After that we describe the structure of our protocol. In the end tree phases of our scheme are followed.
A. Assumption
Here are assumptions and restrictions of our scheme:
1) The smart card is secure enough to protect the secret information stored in it.
2) The trusted server (TS) is a trustworthy third part or a cloud that can be trusted by the user.
3) The smart card can be used at any cloud which supports this authenticated scheme of single sign-on. 4) It cannot guarantee that all cloud services user requested to log in are trustworthy. The notation shown in Table I lists all notations used in the proposed scheme. The authenticate value of service k of Cloud j.
h(·)
One way Hash function.
EK(·)
A symmetric encryption function. The notation table lists all notations that will be used in our scheme. Figure 4 is the structure of our scheme. Each user needs to register an account at the trusted server and obtains a smart card for login to cloud services. When a user is first time to login a cloud, the cloud will send users with the cloud's information to the trusted server to ask for authenticating the user.
Fig. 4. The Structure and Environment of The Proposed Scheme
After the trusted server receives the message, the trusted server will find out the user's identity and send a message to ask the user to check if the information of the cloud is what the user wanted or not. If the user confirms the cloud is wanted, the user will use the smart card to compute login information of the cloud and sent the agreed message as authorization information back to the trusted server.
While the trusted server verifies the login information, the trusted server will send the login information with an authorization success message to the cloud. After that, the cloud can use the login information to identify the user.
Our scheme can be divided into three parts: setup phase, registration phase, and login phase. 1) Setup Phase A new user U i wants to register an account and obtains the smart card to use cloud services. 
2) Registration Phase
The user U i wants to login a new cloud j, the cloud j will detect the user U i is a new user of the service. Thus, the cloud j will send an authentication request to the trusted server to ask for the user's login information. Then the trusted server sends a confirmed message including C j , CK j , h(C j ||CK j ) to the user U i through the secure channel. This massage is for the user U i to check whether the cloud j is what he/she wanted or not. c) If the user U i confirms the cloud j is what he/she wanted, the user U i check if the CK j is correct or not by computing the hash value of the cloud j and CK j to compare with h(C j ||CK j ) sent by the trusted server. If the verification is passed, the user U i will compute T ij =h(PW i ||SK i ||C j || CK j ||Agree) as the login authenticated value in the cloud j and sends the agreed message including T ij back to the trusted server through the secure channel. d) The trusted server checks the correctness of T ij . If T ij is correct, the trusted server sends the verified success message including ID i and T ij to the cloud j through the secure channel. e) The cloud j stores T ij with ID i as the user U i 's login pair and sends a logging success message to the user U i to notice login success. f) After the user U i receives the logging success message, the user U i stores C j , CK j into the smart card for after login process. 3) Login phase When the user U i wants to login a registered cloud service j, the user U i just uses the smart card to login and does not need to remember other accounts. If the timestamp T is consistent, the cloud j sends a logging success message to the user U i .
If the user wants to login to the sub-service belonging to the cloud j or the sub-cloud, the user U i just adds the service name in the login request in a registration phase and sends to the cloud j. Then, the cloud j will attach the sub-service ID S jk with ID i , C j and sends to the trusted server as the authentication message. At the trusted server side, the trusted server sends C j , CK j , S jk , h(C j ||CK j ||S jk ) to the user U i , then the user can compute and use
as the login authenticated value of the sub-service.
IV. DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS

A. Security Analysis
Here we will analyze authentication, authorization, confidentiality, and integrity mentioned in section I with our scheme.
1) Authentication: We use smart card to achieve securely authentication that only the trusted server and the authorized user can compute the authentication value T ij by providing the part of secret value owned by each other respectively. By combining both the trusted server's and the authorized user's secret values to compute a unique authentication value, it can verify the identity of both the trusted server and the authorized user in the same time because only these two participants can compute the correct hash value to pass the authentication. 2) Authorization: Each cloud j can give the permission of its specific service to a new user U i by using T ij received from the trusted server at registration phase, and then the new user U i can use the authentication value to use services of cloud j. The authentication value of the cloud j in our scheme can be further separated into two types: open permission and partial delegation. Open permission is defined as that the user U i can use one authentication value to use all services belonging to the cloud j. Once the user U i obtains the authentication value T ij of the cloud j, he/she can login and use all services belonging to the cloud j without other authentication values (e.g. the authentication value of sub-services or sub-clouds).
Partial delegation is defined as that the user U i needs to get the authentication value of the specific service belonging to the cloud j (i.e. authentication value S jk ). If the user U i doesn't obtain the authentication value of the specific service, he/she cannot use the service. The partial delegation is for the type of cloud service which may need additional cost or a specific identity. Our scheme can achieve the authorization requirement of these two situations in the same time, and second type just needs the cloud j to append the ID of the sub-service after the authentication request is sent to the trusted server to add the specific sub-service permission. 3) Data Confidentiality: All secret values of users in our scheme are stored in smart card and transmitted by a secure channel where no information will be revealed over the Internet. Furthermore, the trusted server sends the hash value T ij to all clouds as the user's login information replaces using user's password or personal information to protect uses personal information. Since the hash value varies from the cloud to another cloud by including different cloud's ID and secret value in the hash value, it can be a one-on-one authentication, and no one can know the secret value inside the hash value because it is generated by a one way hash function. 4) Integrity: In our scheme, we include a hash value of the exchange message into each transmission that each receiver can check whether the value has been lost or destroyed to ensure the received message is correct.
B. Performance Evaluation
The Table II lists computing time and stores cost at each entity in our scheme. In the step phase, the trusted server needs to store the new user's information (i.e. ID i , m i , SK i , PW i ) for after authentication and authorization in new cloud services , and one time of T h to generate the user's smart card authentication information m i . After the user receives the smart card, the user needs to input ID and password pair to verify the smart card. Thus, the smart card needs one time of T h to generate m i using the ID and password pair inputs by the user to compare with the m i stored in the smart card.
In the registration phase, the trusted server needs one time of T h to compute the hash value h(C j ||CK j ) for the user to do integrity verification and store CK j for after authentication. In addition, the trusted server needs one time of T h to verify the login information T ij . On the other side, the user needs one time of T h to verify the hash value of C j and CK j , and one time T h to generate the login information T ij .
In the login phase, the user's smart card needs one time of T h to compute the login information T ij and the user needs one time of T E to encrypt T (for avoiding replay attack). The cloud j needs one time T D to check the time validity.
In summary, our scheme only needs simple and low computing cost to finish all processes without bringing heavily over to the cloud user, the cloud, and the trusted server.
V. CONCLUSION
In our scheme, we list some critical conditions needed be achieved in cloud service environment and achieve all of these conditions. The proposed scheme uses smart card of single sign-on into a hierarchical structure to let users' identity be authenticated easily, but difficult to be forged. Besides, clouds can use the authenticate information to verify each user's identity by the user's ID and authenticated value T ij . Moreover, each cloud can decide the permission of service for the user in the same time in a registration phase.
We let users can check whether the cloud is the service provider he/she wanted, but we can't guarantee that every cloud user requested is trustworthy because the trusted server just provides an intermediary for login. Nevertheless, we can promise that if a cloud is bad, the authenticated value will not reveal any information of other cloud the user has logged into, and other cloud also cannot get any information of the user's secret information except the user's ID. In this paper, we use the smart card to authenticate users in the cloud environment. The technology in this paper also could be applied to smart cell phone or mobile consumer electronic device.
